1...UNIVERSITY REG  MONTEREY  102812

SPD received a noise complaint involving Pacific students. Officers responded and subjects were referred for judicial review.

2...NARCOTICS  DAVE BRUBECK  102812

Officers responded to a report of subjects ripping off signs in the area. Officers contacted three subjects and one subject was cited for narcotics.

3...NOISE COMPLAINT  MCCAFFREY CENTER  102812

Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officer reported the area clear upon arrival.

4...THEFT  SPANOS CENTER  102812

Victim reported his unattended backpack stolen. Officer responded and located the property and arrested the suspect.

5...FIELD CHECKOUT  WOODBRIDGE  102912

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for theft. Related to prior call.

6...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  KNOLES HALL  102912

Staff reported a suspicious male sleeping in the stairwell. Officer located the subject who was revoked from campus. Subject was later contacted in the morning near Alpine and Kensington.

7...VANDALISM  MCCAFFREY CENTER  102912

Staff reported damage inside the McCaffrey Center. Staff also provided photos of the damage before repaired. Officer initiated a report.

8...DOMESTIC VIOLENCE  DAVE BRUBECK  102912

Officer was flagged down by a citizen reporting a domestic violence situation. Male subject was arrested and refused medical. Medics requested for the female who had a split lip. Male was transported to the county jail. Neither subject was associated with the university.
9...VANDALISM    LOT 6    103012
Officer conducted a checkout on a vehicle with a broken window. Officer initiated a report.

10...NARCOTICS    EUCLID & PERSHING    103012
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for possession of drug paraphernalia.

11...AUTO BURGLARY    DAVE BRUBECK WAY    103012
Victim reported her vehicle was broken into off campus. Officers responded and initiated a report.

12...THEFT    BAUN FITNESS CENTER    103112
Officers responded to a report of two victims of stolen property from the locker room. Officer initiated a report.

13...VEHICLE ACCIDENT    PACIFIC AVE    110112
Officer assisted SPD on a vehicle accident at Pacific and Castle. SPD responded and handled.

14...NOISE COMPLAINT    TELEGRAPH AVE    110212
Officer responded to a report of a noise complaint. Residents were contacted and advised.

15...NOISE COMPLAINT    CAT TAIL    110212
Officer responded to a report of a noise complaint. Officer reported quiet upon arrival and residents advised of the complaint.

16...NOISE COMPLAINT    CAT TAIL    110312
Officers responded to a second complaint. Residents were contacted and party was shut down.

17...AUTO BURGLARY    PACIFIC HOUSE    110312
Victim reported his rental vehicle was burglarized overnight. Driver side window was smashed. Officers responded and initiated a report.

18...TOW    CHURCHILL ST    110312
Officer responded to a report of a vehicle blocking a driveway. Officer was unable to locate the owner at a nearby residence.